The methods published for design of countercurrent extractors with backmixing have been derived by use of either the stagewise6'n) or differential concept5'7'10), accepting some simplifications. Generally speaking, the analytical solution is restricted only to the case of linear equilibrium1'5^7'10'11).
The solution of the general case with non-linear equilibrium distribution requires a numerical procedure applying either boundary iteration3'4) or a method of simultaneous solution2) for solving the set ofnon-linear equations. Both procedures can be performed only by means of computer, but the attempt to solve the problem graphically9) has been made.
In the present work two newgraphical methods will be discussed which permit the calculation of the number of stages in countercurrent extractors when backmixing is the only controlling factor for mass transfer.
The proposed graphical solutions permit determination of the number of equilibrium stages (ND).
In the case when backmixing is absent, the proposed procedures are reduced to the known procedure for calculation of the number of theoretical stages (NT).
The proposed procedures can be directly applied for design purposes when equilibrium stages are considered.8) But the calculation ofNDcan also be accepted, as well as part of the calculation procedure for determination ofa total numberof stages in countercurrent extractors, when both mass-transfer and backmixing effects have to be taken into account13). The proposed methods are based on a stagewise model with back-flow, which scheme is represented schematically in Fig. lx) . Since the equilibrium extractor is considered in this paper, it is necessary to introduce into the general stagewise model the simplification that both phases leaving each stage are in equilibrium. Both methods can be straightforwardly applied to the general case of equilibrium distribution. One of the proposed methods-method A-is developed for the calculation of NDfor the case of one-solute distribution (or more independent solutes), and the other method -method B -is developed for the calculation ofND for the case of two dependent solutes distribution. The graphical solutions are different for the two proposed methods, but both solutions are exact, so that the accuracy of the calculation is given by the precision of applied graphical construction.
Description of the Proposed Methods
Method A Taking material balance around the first n stages ( tion of one point of the approximate oprating line is shown in Fig. 3 . The whole procedure of calculation ofND is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where only three points are used for determination of the approximateoperating line.
Method B In this method distribution of two dependent solutes, which we will arbitrarily denote as U and //, are considered. Mutual dependence of solutes is involved in the equilibrium diagrams, inwhich equilibrium lines for one solute are presented as a function of an equilibrium concentration of the other solute in phase x (Figs. Taking material balance around the last n stages (Fig. 1 ) the general form of the balance equation is
But by introducing into Eq.(5) index U and index H, the material balance equation for each solute will be obtained. Transforming Eq. (5) we can express the relation between corresponding equilibrium coordinates yn-\ and xn^as
Gs (6) We call this line the trajectory line for stage n. between Uand //, is determined as follows. By plotting points from the trajectory line for one solute (i.e., points o1? o2, o3, and o4 in Fig. 5 ) on the distribution diagram for the other solute (ol5 o2, o3, and o4 in Fig. 6 ), an auxiliary line will be obtained, where point o^(i=1, 2, 3, and 4) inFig. In order to calculate the number of stages ND, the described procedure is applied, starting from point cm2/sec in organic phase, and calculate the number of equilibrium stages (ND), applying both methods. Since here the case of distribution of two dependent solutes is considered, we will first apply the method B, and after that reducing the case to one-solute distribution, we will apply method A. Application of method B Applying the trial procedure14) and by use of the equilibrium distribution diagrams12), the concentra- Application of method A As can be seen from the distribution diagram for the nitric acid (Fig. 10) , the change of acid concentration along the extractor is not rigorous, so that constant acid concentration with a value of 2.0 Mcan be assumed. Therefore, the systemcan be treated as a systemwith one solute and method Acan be applied. The total number of equilibrium stages (Nd) obtained in this calculation is about 20% higher than in the previous one, due to the introduced assumption of constant acidity along the extractor, butit is still a very good approximation if a rapid calculation is desired. 
